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Abstract: The human beings are the best thinking wise presentation by ALLAH. With Creating 

them, they have been gifted all things and beings on earth by the super power ALLAH. One-

day, they were cave dwellers by the slow and steady, they have to lead a society, nation and 

interconnected world. Now they are busy to innovate from the surface to the known and 

unknown theory to remake our peaceful world. In the mean time, they live in a society where 

there is full of conflicts and Crimes- Crisis which are human-made that are the responsible to 

decay their development for any sphere of their life Caravan. Our research article is Global 

Social Conflict to invent the novel theory for the latest finders who want to rebuild the world 

society peacefully, they can help to find out of this research paper.                 
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INTRODUCTION: 

To-day, the world is the highest palace of the peak of the modern amenities of the 

development. It has overcome away the path of the sky, the deep around, the planets, the 

comets, the black-holes and the galaxy ways, but can’t win the poverty, Superstition and 

conflict-Crimes. The human more develops in the field of science, the society in global more 

creates many kinds of problems and conflicts. On the enjoying moving sight of it, the rich 

more are becoming rich, but the poor more are becoming poorer to poorer. With this, the 

nature is also moving a changing against a competition a lent of the toiling life style of 

human being. They can’t live alone in the society. They have alone in the society. They have 

rebuilt friendship with one after another human society. They also have made connected 

with them as an interrelationship. It has composed society. The ancestor human beings 

started living for en-fooding, housing, ensue-ting within socializing. The men who live with 

other by socializing and grouping because they have objectives and advantages. The human 

races have stepped into industry and informative technology from cave life to hunting life, 

farming life, nomads life and pastoral lives. Mciver says : “The men are in depended on for 

multi-types merits which are given for human life such as safety, good-littered, medicine 

and nutrition elements only. The society provides various types of opportunities and merits 

to the human. The social men abide by the rules of society.” To ahead for the human life, 

their lives have to provide good discipline and good-way for reminding of Religion, Morale 

and Law Science and arts development etc. In this way, there have founded a variety of 

society, a variety of culture and a variety of civilization such as they are pointed out at a 

glance : Ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, Sumerian, Babylon, Assyria, Kilda, New-Kilda, Persian, 

Maya, Am Loki, Confussio, Sind, Iron, Bronze, Finesse, Hebrew, Chinese, Greeks, Roman, He- 

Mario, Sheba, Mood- Rio, Byzantine, Susanne and the ancient Janapadas of Jessore-

Sankant-Samatata of Bengal. But the development of archaeology, ancient stone-age, new-

stone age, Bronze-age, Iron-age, Modern age and Information Technological age are crossed 

away by awaiting ; Social development in socializing-age is bound by the frame-work of 

socializing. Sociologist Kinsley say : “The individual has become fully social human by 

socializing. The person becomes failing without the process of it and he can’t make up of a 

fit-man and fit-citizen for the society.” The social scopes are family, the companion of 

playing, religion, the house of littering, mass-media, printing media, electronic media, film 
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and movies, community, custom, classes, castes and IT sectors. The climate and the weather 

of this earth more changes. The social sectors more origins Social occasion, social value, 

good-value, morality, attitudes, behavior, revolted social structure and revolted social 

actions which  are also changing. Above all keywords will be explained and observed by the 

definition for assertive modification. Why social conflict or crime happens and it’s resulted. 

How can it be solved properly? Because man is the best thinking-wise creation. This man has 

made everything to regain his own profit by ALLAH gifted soil, water, air, heat, trees, 

animals and by his own body. Otherwise, Imbalance is being related as a result of conflicts- 

crimes are on the increase for  all over the world. 

GLOBALIZAITON:  

There exists a social system in every society and in every country all over the world. 

According to.P.S. Hunting Ton, “Globalization is a world social management which is like a 

world village. But it has variations and classifications. So  we have to analyze the conflicts-

crimes or world conflicts-crimes. This phenomenon is originated from Jew-lobbyist and the 

super power of the world. It will start working by the switching of them as like a beck call 

when they will. Here are three classes of globalization like a buzz world such as first class, 

second class and third classes . This discrimination creates conflicts and crimes because here 

all are not equal and impartial. First class lobbyists who will do, that right for their selfness.    

SOCIOLOGY: 

Economics studies the economy of man like wise politics deals with the political life of man. 

So the combination of these two is sociology. Mciver says:  “Physically separate areas of 

reality. It is like the focus of interest which separates of social science from the other [1]. 

Sociology is a gradual developing science [2]. Mciver more says:  “Society is a state of quality 

of mind [3]. So all social theories deal with the group, co-operative, social relations, 

classification of social structure of a society [4]. T. B. Bottomore says:  “Sociology is a 

modern science not more than a century old. The science of human is as yet in its extreme 

infancy [5]. Sociology develops depending on the environment and the family. 

Environmental sociology is generally defined as the study of the interrelationships between 

society and the atmosphere [6]. Family and atmosphere create a clear focus on abut society 

[7]. The world is confined in superstition, vice and conflict. A group becomes powerful and 

owner of money but on the other hand a group is victim of exploitation, deprivation and 
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degradation. So it is high time to change or reform the social methods. It is needed to 

remove all devil acts from the social figure for good aspects and to redefine the variety of 

social structures. All these are social reformers [8]. Which rebuilds the social value? Social 

reform is the activity designed to rearrange social institutions or the ways are managed to 

achieve greater social or other desired change [9 ]. The social balance is related through 

social reforming when it gets hindrance ; it starts conflicts-crimes, crisis, in just defrauding 

and problems. Had ALLAH not defeated some by the might of others, the earth would have 

been utterly corrupted [10 ]. The imbalance of social structure endangers our life. Key points 

of social reforms are at a glance: Quick change of social structure, harmful customs, good-

value, law, rituals and superstition are to be uprooted. To take public opinion. To combine 

efforts. To create rebirth human right. These are enveloped in box of the darkness which is 

barbarian’s civilization. To-day, ALLAH gifted this social management is corrupted by 

bending hearted people who are affecting our society. The children are killing their parents. 

The parents are killing their children. The brothers are killing their sisters. The sisters are 

killing their brothers. For this reason, this society is full of crime-conflicts sensation with the 

full of indiscipline. Our research paper is about social conflicts-crimes which have to 

introduce for the novel researchers and readers that the human  can be realized fully to 

remake the conflict free world.  

CRIMINOLOGY OF CONFLICT –ISM : 

Crime, Criminal conflict and conflict or are four words. There is a crime conflict in one 

society and there are no crimes –conflicts in other society. There is an example that one 

learner in Bangladesh calls on his teacher by acts for Bangladeshi learners but other is none 

in the other country in the world. There is a symbol of polite and modest in the western 

countries. Grillin and Gillin says in his book “culture sociology, “sociologically either a 

criminal or a juvenile delinquent is one who is guilty of an act believed by a group that has 

the power to enforce its belief to be injurious to society and therefore that prohibitive [11]. 

It is analyzed that there is a behavior against the rules of party [12]. Crime is a violation of 

law. It there were no laws there would be no crimes. Whenever a law is passed and 

enforced acts that were not crime, previously are made crimes [13]. According to the 

persons who are empower, are harmful, unwell-fare, unjust, unlawful trial, mal practiced 

and white color crimes, that are called criminal or juvenile by them. Generally speaking, it is 
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evident that the easiest way to find out what behavior the people of a given community 

consider to be immortal or anti-social is to refer to the criminal code [14]. So, anti-social 

activities are called as criminal or conflict or [15]. Conflict has two lines. One is social act and 

other is valid in law.  

The conflictions who commit crimes are criminals. There is a opinion by the sociologists 

against the compare about the age of criminal and juvenile conflict are differentiated [16]. 

This is the main speech in the history of society that there ate no different among age, 

crimes and juvenile crimes. Crimes mean conflict. Why crime is playing in the universe. We 

have to analyze about the elements of conflict. Today, Society, country, continent and world 

are connected with a global web by conflict and crimes. It is sure that what the natures of 

conflict crimes are. At glance: unusual behaving, unsocial activities, solidarity, elasticity 

poverty, usury, bribe, sharer, falsehood, killing, sexual intercourse for same sex, idolatry, 

freedom from bias, rationalism, human-made religion, new testament of religions, social 

classification, sky-culture, political minor party, superstition moral less, valueless education. 

These are main catalyst to increase the social conflict-crimes. Conflict is a part of human 

society because of the kind of things human society is [17].  

CAUSES :  

These causes which are spread out of web as conflict-crimes in severely increasingly and 

they are affecting into our social peace, comfort, and happiness and well wising. We have to 

renew by innovating and explaining.The world is rest-less by world war or nation to nation 

war. One race is jealous for another feuds. Many causes of people are victimized by 

litigation. Some do fight personal impersonal ideas by the system of cold war. Very few 

engage in private issues for self-ness. Truth drives False. False tries to grasp the truth. All 

politicians of the nations are busy how they can stay keeping in empowering. The human 

religions and theories try to change the scriptural religion. Economics is the best way how to 

earn money, there is seeking.  All scientists are trying to change the world culture, industry 

and Think-Tank.In this way social conflicts-crimes are increasing mammoth away dancing. 

The treat of the man becomes cruel, ill-treat and dacoit which are increasing because of 

geo-nature. According to the nature of physical and mental simile, man is involved in 

conflict-land. 
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                                                 The chart of glorying  

                                  To fire the house of straw  ----- 53% 

                                  Other types ------------------------ 17% 

                                  Kidnapping for sex on baby  ---- 16% 

                                  Dacoit and other  ----------------- 16% [18] 

                                      ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

The son of king becomes king because of lineage connection. The son of worker becomes 

worker. There is the rule of empowerment. The impeachment of the family develops the 

conflict-crimes. The persons, who are bore in the family of conflict-crimes, become 

conflictions-criminal. Replacing environment makes them conflictions. Fair environment and 

living in morality, game and sports, fair educative drama, fine arts, theatre debating club 

and educative movie are needed for psychological development. The population is 

increasing accordingly demand is increasing. But wealth is not increasing. The work is 

increasing but the workers are not getting work. They have to give harmful acts and 

conflicts-crimes such as giving them inching of killing, bombing, decocting, kidnapping and 

stealing. To live in good condition, they have to involve to the conflicts crimes work. We 

seeing that in researching the people of the world have made their religions as the new 

testament of all large religions. It is making human made religion and theory. Today, they 

have forgotten their old testament of religions which had rebuilt the world happiness and 

spiritual metaphor. As a result number of exploited and tortured persons is increasing 

severely. Avoid those that treat faith as a report and a pastime and are seduced by the life 

of this world.  

Admonish them hereby list a soul be damned by its own sins. It has no guardians or 

intercessor bedsides ALLAH: and though it offers every ransom, it shall not be accepted from 

it. Such are those that are damned by their deeds. They shall drink boiling water and be 

sternly punished for their unbelief [19]. Man has aloof red from ALLAH  made religion, en-

aloof red from moral lesson en- aloof red from good value and has involved in beast-like 

attitudes. The confliction between the poor and the rich is everlasting. Poverty has grasped 

life. Then like doesn’t realize fair and unfair for their surviving. He wants to live. So he takes 

the way of crimes and conflicts. He earns huge of money adopting this unfairness. Money is 

only the way of moving life. Usury-based economy makes usury-based morality, bad value, 
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bad education and exploiter. Those who take usury shall rise up before ALLAH  like men 

whom Satan has demented by his touch, for they claim that usury is like trading. But ALLAH  

has permitted trading and forbidden usury. ALLAH  and forbidden usury. ALLAH  that 

receives an admonition from LORDSHIP  and mends his ways many keep what he has 

already earned: his fate is in the hands of ALLAH. But ALLAH  that pays no heed shall be 

among the people of the five and shall remain in it forever [20]. Besides this, men are 

involved in share-ism or shirk. This great universe has been created by only ALLAH. Yet, this 

man has taken thinking to this man as a creator. They have forgotten that ALLAH  is 

oneness. ALLAH has no sharers. ALLAH  has no wives, sons, daughters, parents and bearers. 

ALLAH  has not given birth of others. None has given birth to ALLAH. As a result, there has 

come down a belief to the muslin society as peer-moored. They think their ‘peer’ as the part 

of ALLAH  and Mohammad (SM). These is a kind of share-ism or shirk for Muslim  society 

especially this exists in Bangladesh, India and Pakistan. Unbelievers are those that say: 

ALLAH  is Al-mashie, the son of Marian. For Al-mashie himself said: Children of Israel, Serve 

ALLAH, My LORD and your LORD. ALLAH  that worships other goods besides. ALLAH  shall be 

forbidden paradise by ALLAH, and ALLAH’s above shall be in the fire. The evil-doers shall 

have no helpers [21]. Besides atheists and sharers are redder of the world. Among them, so 

me are busy and communism. Usury-based has grasped the whole world. Man needs money 

when he was born. Economy is the constant company. So, the total world is hankering after 

money. The present world is the world of money competition by usury taking compound 

interest, man earn money. As a result, psychological harassment national and international 

restless-ness and ill-treatment prevail. Usury is forbidden in all ages by GOD made religions. 

But man made religions deal with usury in winning over every where, that which you give in 

usury so that in may increase in other people’s property will not increase with ALLAH ; but 

the alms you give for ALLAH’s sake shall be repaid to you many times over [22]. Or war shall 

be declared against you by ALLAH and ALLAH apostle. It you repent, you may retain your 

principal wronging none without being wronged [23]. All tell false all eat invalid or Haram 

food with usury. ALLAH made religion is not obligated in the education system of any 

country of the world. The moral lesson of the large old testament of religions has been set 

free from ages to ages. They make clues for all wonders of modern science. Man is making 

New Testament of religion destroying of Old Testament religions. These have made 
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conflicts. Having got power of the state, the leading party kills man like bird shooting. New 

created doctrine of the world deprives of the world deprives of the right of man, destroys 

the freedom of others. Here democracy means only the practice of imperialism, colonialism, 

bureaucracy and thinking of fellow feeling. A great number of people are born in poverty. 

This is why they involve in crimes conflictions genetically. Say: ALLAH has power to let loose 

ALLAH’s scourge upon you from above your heads and from beneath your feet, and to 

divide you into discordant factions, causing the one to suffer at the hands of the other. See 

how ALLAH makes plain ALLAH’s revelations, that they may comprehend [24]. Sexual 

intercourse in dame sex is going on having recognized all over the world. In the history of 

civilization sexual inter course same sex is considered worse than the beast. Science, 

informative technology, electronic media culture, print media and node-ism are remaking 

psychological disorders. Think tank is being composed making true the false hood. 

 Shortening dress, the women have become the sexual instrument of commerce in sex-

working and co-sex-working.The naked-film leads the young and teenagers towards 

destruction. Jahiliate or barbarians are found in the wrap of the civilization. And thus their 

associate Gods have induced many poly theists to kill their children. So that they may ruin 

them and confuse them in their good faith. But had ALLAH pleased, they would not have 

done so on. Therefore, leave them, to their false inventions. They say: these cattle and these 

crops are forbidden. Nose may eat of them save those whom we permit. So, they assert. 

And there other cattle whose backs are forbidden and others over which they don’t 

pronounces the name of ALLAH, thus committing a sin against ALLAH, ALLAH will punish 

them for their invented lies. They also say: what is in the wombs of these cattle is lawful to 

our males but not to our wives. But if it is still born, they all partake of it. ALLAH will punish 

them for that which they attribute to ALLAH. ALLAH is the greatest wise, knowing lost are 

those that in their ignorance have want only slain their own children and man made 

unlawful what ALLAH has given them inventing falsehoods about ALLAH. They have gone as 

ash-pit and are not guided [25]. There are no ideal values in every country of the world. 

Most of them be live in live together and eat and do enjoy in bravo. The sex is also their god 

and goddess. All assets gifted by ALLAH are under them who are practiced in dictatorship or 

imperialism or impartial-ism. They have defrauded the poorer  to poorer classes’ rights and 

wealth. ALLAH remote controls are on hand of them who are the sinners. Because of 
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misusing of power, the number of employers and exploited classes are increasing 

mammoth, then is no evaluations or gradations of the innocent and fittest persons in the 

proud of empowering, pelf-money and beast-ness is fulfilled in our living world here and 

there.  The persons who do not give Zakat, who are the valid holders, and they are creating 

poor and poverty they are snatching their wealth not providing Zakat. 

Yet, all religions declare to provide Zakat. ALLAH gave him Ishaq and then Yakub; and ALLAH 

made each a righteous man. ALLAH ordained them leaders to guide at ALLAH’s behest and 

enjoined on them charity, prayer and alms-giving. They served ALLAH [26]. Most of people 

of society of the world are fully addicted to drugs such as wing, cannabis and heroine. These 

are classified into there types. First is drinking. And second is smoking. And third is pushing 

injunction. The sinners which of that country of the world are sending drugs by black market 

for the young generations who can never stand up soaring their head to protest them 

against an invention and good theory for the world welfare. This is why the young 

generation emerging leader and world honest leader are not bearing but they are vanishing 

nip in the bad. Drugs addiction makes an in pliable will. It increases daily intoxication 

seriously. Its addicts lose their physical power, mental power, Brain power, heart power, 

soul power and thinking power. All the naturally occurring Sedatives, Narcotics, euphoria’s, 

hallucinogens and thousands of years ago, before the dawn of civilization by the late Stone 

Age man systematically poisoning himself. There were some addicts long before there were 

farmers [27]. But all kinds are invalid in all Old Testament of religions, yet all New Testament 

of religions are in valid frankly as wishing will. Nor does any one put new wine into old skin, 

if he does the new wine will burst the skin, the wine will be wasted and the skin ruined fresh 

skins for new wine! And no one after drinking old wine wants new, for he says, “the old 

wine is good.” [28]. Cannabis and other mixed of drinking obstacles are mentioned as the 

bad thinking less in inscribing Indian Vedic scripture. [29]. Believers, wine and games of 

chance, idols and diving arrow are abominations devised by the devil. Avoid them, so that 

you may prosper [30]. The churches U.S.A. would use Peyote cactus [31].  

The causes of drugs occur conflicts and crimes in not only Bangladesh but also all over the 

world  that are shown in the bellow pointing out al a glance :  
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                                        Types of conflicts ---------------                           addicts 

                                        Hijacking  -------------------------                           15.00% 

                                        Drug selling-buying  ------------                           30.00% 

                                        Pocketing -------------------------                           10.00% 

                                        Behaving --------------------------                           15.00% 

                                        Political anarchy-----------------                           35.00% 

                                        Eve teasing -----------------------                           10.00% 

                                        Accident ---------------------------                           05.00% 

                                        Uncasing crying -----------------                           05.00% 

The environment is polluted by man-made pollutants, wastes, chemical, pesticide, carbide 

and formalin. The people which making as food, all are mixed with chemical, carbide and 

formalin. The person which is cultivated, are polluted by poisoning. All these are the need of 

man. The men live in a family. The family means the definition of the global village. All kinds 

of food as trees and fisheries are the consumers of the human beings. These are produced 

as in the soil the soil is polluted, air is polluted, water is polluted, smell is polluted and all are 

polluted. The men are the consumers. They are the victims of those taking these by men are 

attacked by variety of diseases. Their mental power is becoming abnormal mind. The family 

is becoming sick. The society is becoming sick to sicker as conflict and crimes. All the places 

of the earth is astonished to hear the buzzword like confliction, crimes, and frequent war an 

taking away of the other right behind above these causes which are described in a nut shell 

and our research is proved that they are killing the man-ration, morality, honesty, 

philanthropy and universal wells by wreathing the sentence of think-power of the world. 

Pen and Electronic terrorism are a great phenomenon for this our living world.Most of them 

are engaged in partition who are practiced by human theory and roamed by elite or 

developed countries and who are the leaders of the world foe any matter.Because all of Pen 

and Electronic media are handed by them as the first world.They telecast about the false 

matter to remake as the truth by False therapy. Most of them are changed The Old 

Testament and they have remade The New Testament as their needed as much as possible. 

They make an eve against the persons, nations, the continents, inventions and religious 

theory. They give up Truth but take False. The countries which are the second levels or the 
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poor, can’t be protested or denied or made a theory because they have no remotes power 

on pen and electronic media that is published. But it is like an atom bomb or nuclear bomb 

to create this false theory.This causes are grasped the whole world in every sectors. 

Originally, these are truth, there have become false by the pen-electronic media.    

RESULTS:  

It is trying to show in our research article that is the truth that world human society is full to 

brim by the human made ration or theory. It assumes that it has flourished for all over the 

world flatly forgetting away ALLAH by men have made the own self as God, Gods, Goddess, 

Goddesses. They believe ALLAH has parts and sharers. They are the part of ALLAH. Some 

believe that ALLAH has not one. They have given up the rules of ALLAH. Most of Muslims are 

now practicing usury and share-ism. Muslims have won Nobel Prize by inventing the credit 

program by webbing usury world-wide. All of us, who are dogmatic for Peer or  Guru or 

Father or Saijee, are connected with share-ism or shirk like them who believe that ALLAH 

has sons and wives. These men have mixed with the rules of ALLAH by their own doctrines 

and rations. 

They try all time, truth make, and false and false make truth. And they believe as you sow, 

so you reap. So, they have made their new  testaments are their super power. Peer or Guru 

or Father or Mother is their Moorshid- Rupee Khoda or Baba-kebla or Hujur-kebla, or Abba, 

or Khaja Baba or Chisty or Gousul Azam or Anal Haq or Bab-Bahai or Glory of God or Allla-

hu-akbar or Baba Haq Vandary or Saijee   in specially in Indian sub-continent. Usury is 

making man as cruel, beast ness and armored killer. To- day about two hundreds people of 

repaying of usury conflicts- crimes are occurring in case of that satanic giant trading usury. 

There in society is creating class discrimination, richer, poorer, upper, downer, and meddler 

and floater classes severely in delay. Their birth is unwelcome as a down-trodden sin from 

birth. There are conflict crimes in all society in the earth when it crosses society nations, 

continents and oil over the world. The world heart thinkers do not think these. They are 

busy for discovering arms and weapons only to kill men in the society of the earth. They are 

spending the trillion and trillion more to reproduce the killing arms of men by the training of 

military and remaking the warfare millions and millions tons food are wasted by pouring in 

the sea. Yet, thousands and thousands of people of our world society are dying want of food 

and fasting. None of any nation provide Zakat or Charity. It has become a commemorating 
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day as yearly one day. The sons are killing their parents. The parents are selling their sons 

and killing them. Father is doing sex with their daughters. The sexual- intercourse in same 

sex is epoch and  recognized country to country’s society insensibly or increasingly  who are 

practitioners of it,  they are becoming minister, parliamentary member, chief judiciary and 

president in our world society. Men are wedding men. The husband is killing his wife but the 

wife is killing husband. So, the rotten is starting and intonations globally. Man made 

pollutants man made cultivations and man made food are all grasped our world. The people 

use them. They are becoming psychologically weak and they make committing conflicts and 

crimes. The usury-base economy is also entering our all sectors in our family, society and 

world. For this reason there creating human made theory, crimes theory, human made 

religions and all scientific elements which are most misusing for men and killing for men. So, 

all places are increasing conflicts and crimes. The human made religions are creating dual, 

conflict, crimes, drug addiction and social classification. The usury of Bank and commerce 

are the saddest causes of poverty and bad condition of economy [32]. The present world is 

free from Zakat which is the must right paid for the poor classes. The people think that it is a 

lot which is a beg. It is not the right for world society. The world economy is usury-based 

and free from Zakat. All men have come back to the Jahiliate or barbarians and they believe 

in glittering, imitation and perfume. They have to earn many by valid or invalid or plucking 

or any how or killing or conflicting or crimping or en-crimping. All these are present in our 

modern information technology’s age. This is why, dictatorship, imperialism Sharer-ism 

Idolatry-ism and atheists are leading the government. Have I shown him the two highways? 

Yet, he would not scale the height. Would that you knew what the height is! It is the freeing 

of a bonds-man; in the day of famine of an orphaned relation or, a needy man in distress 

[33]. The people invent a number of new rations by urging as an inventor. They own self 

think as God Gods  Goddess  Goddesses. They desire to extinguish the light of ALLAH 

with their mouths: but ALLAH seeks only to perfect ALLAH light, though the infidels abhor it.  

It is ALLAH who has sent forth AlLLAH’s apostle with guidance and the true faith to make it 

triumphant over all religions, however much the polytheists may dislike [34]. There gave 

complete code of life in The Injil, The Towrat and The Jabur. After those prophets, I sent 

forth Isa, the son of Mari -am, confirming the Torah already revealed and gave him the 

gospel, in which there is guidance and light, corroborating that which was revealed before it 
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in the Torah, a guide and an admonition to the righteous. Therefore left the followers of the 

Gospel judge in accordance with what ALLAH has revealed there in. evil-doers are those that 

don’t base their judgments on ALLAH’s revelation [35]. With those who said they were 

Christians. ALLAH made a covenant also but too have forgotten much of what they were 

enjoined. 

 Therefore, ALLAH stirred among them enmity and hatred which shall endure till the pay of 

Resurrection, when ALLAH will declare to them all that they have done [36]. Imperialism is 

sinning doctrine or dogmatic theory. But most of them abhor the truth. Had the truth 

followed their desires, the heavens, the earth, and all who dwell in them would have surely 

been corrupted. ALLAH has given them their admonitions; yet from their admonition they 

turn away [37]. Say : come, ALLAH will tell you what your LORD has made binding on you : 

that you shall serve no other Gods besides ALLAH; that you shall not kill your children 

because you can’t support them; ALLAH provides for you and for them; that you shall not 

commit foul sins; whether openly or in secret; and that you shat not for that is forbidden by 

ALLAH exhorts you, that you may discern. Don’t touch the property of orphans, but strive to 

improve their lot until they reach maturity. Give just weight and full measure; ALLAH never 

changes a soul with more than, it can bear. Speak for justice, even if it affects your to the 

covenant of ALLAH. Thus ALLAH exhorts you, so that you may take heed [38]. Conflicts and 

crimes mean injustice, killing injured, oppressor, torture exploitation and classification 

struggling Say : My LORD has forbidden all indecent acts whether over or disguised, sin and 

wrongful oppression; ALLAH has forbidden you to associate with ALLAH’s that which is not 

sanctioned by ALLAH, or to tell of ALLAH what you don’t know [39]. There is buzzing and 

flourishing word known as Jihad-giant. Jihad means do try. Jihad in way of ALLAH is to found 

the truth establishment. The Jihad in way of Satan is to establish means a Batil or Negative 

do trying. To kill men by assassination bombing and weapons is not Jihad or Do truth try. 

From winning life to every global intentions, with providing love, and practice of the rules of 

ALLAH is the best Jihad. Besides, our world society is full of voluntary sexual- intercourse 

between a man and a woman married to another person, adultery, count of luck, human 

being killing of babies, brawl, making sub-parties, variety of religions parties, wine, 

gambling, drugs falsehood, abusive language, homosexuality, idolatry-ism, Peer-Puja-ism 

and to worship of all kind of thins. The persons who pray as Khoda. Who don’t pray to GOD, 
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are leaders of the world society the sun of richer become rich, the son of king’s become 

king, the son of Peers become Peer, the son of aristocratic become Sophisticated and the 

son of Poorer’  become poor are main elements to make the modern world society. The 

injustice of the elite societies is the justice.  

METHODOLOY OF ACKNOWLEDEMENT : 

All praise to my greatest ALLAH who has given me an ideological knowledge to rewrite the 

research paper. The Holy and the Glorious Qur’an has helped to innovate the global social 

conflict and to design it cordially and I am inspired by the Qur’an. It is sure that my pious  

mother Mrs. Halima Khatun Moury and my pious  father Alhaj Mohammed Nowab Ali 

inspire me to invent the clues why the social conflict is increasing tremendously in all over 

world. Nazmool Karim, Anupam Hira Mandal, A.H.Mandal,  Anadi Kumar Mahapatra ,  Mr. 

Schoralberg, Dr. A. H. M. M. Rahman, Mr. B.Bhushan,  M.N. Islam Mr. E.H. Sutherland, Mr. 

F.R. Khan, Mr. Abdul Hakim, Mr. A. Huxley,  

Mr. S. Atker,  A.W.Green, Mr.Gisbert, A.H.Promookh, H.M.M.Sshafee , K.Davis , 

Encyclopedia, The Bible and  Al-Hadith  have guided to be  understood by their written 

documents. And finally the new English Bible and New Standard Encyclopedia help to write 

my research paper. It has shown the present features of  world society and conflict.  

CONCLUSION: 

Our research article is overviewed by reviewing the global society conflict and crimes. It is 

clear under the discussion that why the global social crimes-conflicts have increased 

severely. Social conflict is the deliberate attempt to oppose resist or coerce the will of 

another or others [40].  There are causing of hindrance that are family polluted, 

environment polluted, usury-based economy, Human made religions and theory, sharer-ism 

prayer, Zakat-free economy and atheism. Homosexuality and drug addiction in the world 

wide recognition. If we want to remake our peaceful and global society, we should research 

the Old Testament religion and the Holy Qur’an well, we must establish a peaceful social 

world. Give for the cause of ALLAH  and don’t with your own hands cast yourselves into 

destruction. Be charitable; ALLAH loves the charitable [41]. Serve ALLAH and associate none 

with ALLAH. Show kindness to your parents and your kindred, to the orphans and to the 

needy, to your near and distant neighbors, and to your fellow-travelers, to the way farers, 

and to the slaves whom you own ALLAH doesn’t love arrogant and boastful men, who are 
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themselves niggardly and enjoin others to be niggardly also, who conceal that which ALLAH 

of ALLAH’s bounty has bestowed upon them [42]. The rules of ALLAH’s best than the human 

made rules, theory and the inventions.  All of us, in case of, we want to save form social 

conflict and crimes, we have to research have to practice and have to follow for our 

peaceful happiness and comfortableness global society. Conflict, in the strict sense, does not 

necessarily arise when men have conflicting views, but when they strive to attain mutually 

exclusive ends, or use contradictory means for the attainment of any ends [43]. In this study 

case, the researcher can say that there are involved in war, feud, litigation, personal and 

impersonal ideas, classes, grouping, false, truth, light, dark, natural, changing, spiritual, 

political, human-made religions, theist, atheist, economics, culture, think-tank, industry, 

unequal, language, sex, drink-drug  and black-marketing, in the global social conflict. These 

are happening in few  ways such as discussion, in-discussion, direct and indirect.   So, to 

make our global society conflict free is only the best law that There is no ALLAH but ALLAH 

and Mohammed (peace upon him) is ALLAH’s best messenger. ALLAH is One and Oneness, 

we all should follow the rules of ALLAH to remake and rebuild the world conflicts and crimes 

free fully.  
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